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w. Arens and Ivan Karp 

Introduction 

The essays in this volume explore the seemingly familiar concepts of 
power, -action, and human agency in African social systems and cos
mologies. I Unfortunately, the simplicity and adequacy of this statement 
is immediately cancelled by the fact that the average EngIish-language 
dictionary offers a dozen or more definitions of the meaning of power. 
These move uneasily between the mechanical and the spiritual inlplica
tions of the word. Moreover, there is a considerable literature devoted to 
the specific sociological analysis and application of the concept. Yet, as 
one prominent sociological commentator has remarked, no consensus on 
the definition ofpower has ever been achieved. Hence each discussion be
gins anew with a preliminary clarification of the intended usage (Dahrcn
dorf 1959: 166). 

A frequent respons~ to this situation is influenced by the model of 
~nalysis found in ordinary language philosophy. This orientation as
sumes that clear a priori definitions are neither useful nor necessary and 
that meaning can be sought in patterns of use. Furthel more, it assumes 
that the quest for a clear and concise definition of any concept is both 
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naive and distortill~, as thert' is no correspondence in the external world 
t(; l11atch the IllultipIe significances of utterances (Clegg 1975: R). The 
danger here is that neither dc:lill;t;o1l nor use wi)) be carefully exalnincd 
and po\\'er \vill be taken to bea COllltnon sense, transparelltly clear, 
l (Jl1Cl'l't. 

'rhis line of reasoning is taken by the editors of a recent volulne of 
essays Oil po\ver in a cross-cultural perspective who convcniently disnliss 
the problelll by concluding that the term power is an "intellectual catch
all" (Fogelson and Adams 1977: xi). This is undoubtedly the case in 
cross-cultural studies of "power," but disarnling the issue in such a man

ner f:lils to Jddress adequately the problem ofhow this has conlC to be the 
case. It is not unreasonable to ask why the concept of powel" should lend 
itself so easily to a variety of situations and interpretations, instead of 
producing a unifortn and cOlnparable literature. 

rrhis question has not gone unanswered, and in an authoritative es

say that revic\vs the intellectual history of the concept, the sociologist 
Steven Lukes convincingly argues that enlbracing a particular view of 
po\ver "arises out of and operates within a particular Inoral and political 
perspective" (197X: 26). Citing the philosopher Gallie, he refers to power 
as "an esselltially contested concept" which "inevitably involves endless 
disputes about their proper uses on the part of the users" (Gallic 1955
56: I ()(». Lukes concludes, therefore, that the attempt to define power is in 
itself a subtle fornl of intellectual politics, a rhetorical gesture. The act of 
definition illlplies a particular view of the nature of society, political in
stitutions, the goals ofaction, and the means used to achieve them. Lukcs 
docs not add, as we would, that the semantic equivalents of "power" 
in dint'rcnt languages and cultures elnbody as nluch a view ofsociety and 
hUlllan action as they do in the Western social sciences. 

'This observation is directed toward what we think is the significance 
of this VOIUlllC. The concept of "power" as it is used by all peoples en
codes ideas about the nature of the world, social relations, and the effects 
of actions in and on thc world and the cntities that inhabit it. 2 We explic
itly argue that power must be viewed in part as an artifact of the imagina
tion and a facet of hUtnan creativity, and as such a fertile field of inves
tigation for social anthropology. The essays in this volume show how 
choosing this perspective produces greater insights into the conceptual 
problel11S involved; they also broaden the intellectual horizons ofscholar
ship by confronting the indigenous definitions of the social scientists 
with the different ways in which power is thought to be generated and 
put to use in social lifc by other locals. Ycteven this statement ~egs the 
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question of the way in which the idea of power is understood and Clll

ploycd by the social scientists in this volunle to confront. the others \vhose 
concepts of power they describe and analyze. 

Any consideration of the notion of power Illllst surely begin \vith 
reference to the work of Max Weber, \\,hose ideas, so dOlninallt and in

fluential in the other social sciences, have been largely ignored in social 
anthropology':' As nlany of the essays in this vollltne attest, ho\vever, 
Weber's ideas lead to valuable insights into the nature of dOlnestic and 
public political activities in the sense of the quest of onc social actor to 

gain influence over others. 
If Weber's typology of political systellls has been gcnerall y ullllsed 

by anthropologists, his definition of power has been accepted and used 
by almost all social scientists. According to Weber, "po\ver (J\/'l(/'t) is the 

probability that one actor within a social relationship will be in the posi
tion to carry out his own will despite resistance, regardless of the basis on 

which this probability rests" (1964: 152). This fatnous dcfinition often 
provides the basic prenlise for ,nore extended and abstract discussions of 
powcr (see Parsons 1963), so it is worth\vhile to consider sonle of its 
ill1pJications ... 

First, Weber's view conceives of power as arising fronl relationships 
between social actors in a mutually acknowledged conlpetitivc or co
operative context. Power is exercised for the achievement of practical 
ends through the Inechanisnls of dOlllination and sublnission. Further
more, the focus is prinlarily on the pursuit of individual rather than col
lective goals, for it views power as the outcome and expression of dyadic 
relationships. This perspective fails to exarnine one of the oldest and 
nlost inlportant problems in social theory, that is, the relationship be
tween individual actions and collectively defined ends (Enlnlctt 1(72). 

Second, this framework implies that the source of po\ver is fOlilld in 
human agents who exercise their rationality to calculate the costs and re

~: ~ turns ofusing different means in the pursuit ofaccepted ends. This is prc
cisely how Webcr distinguishes between power and authority. Po\veris 
rational and authority is accepted without reflection; that is, it is !£:~iti

mate. In Weber's view, Western bureaucratized social sYStCI11S elevate ra
tional calculation to the status of a norm. This elevation is not universally 
shared by all peoples, 3S Weber explicitly recognized in his o\vn typology 

of social systems. 
The view of power as rational calculation emphasizes the exercise of 

power and the pursuit of goals, which raises the third problenl. 1'he 
framework fails to consider how concepts of power are used by agents to 
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produce their actions or how those concepts are grounded in cultural re
sourccs. Most accounts of thc excrcise ofpower and political relationships 
prCStlJllC that thesc arc secularly based, even when religious activities are 
being dcscribed. l~he conscquencc is a twofold failure in analysis. First, 

Jllany studies cxhibit a tendency toward a universalizing stance, which 
JllJUY AfricJn philosophers have decried as ethnocentric (Hontoundji 
J()XJ~ Mlldilllbc J9XX). "rhcse accounts view the universal source and ap

plication of power relationships as almost always secular, unvarying in 
tinlC and spacc. Second, many studies reveal a static view ofboth power 
relJtionships and culture. They fail to provide an account ofhow cultural 
resources arc used in guiding actions, defining goals, interpreting the ex
perience of such "power" relationships as domination and subo"rdination, 
or evcn expressing legitiinacy. As a result culture is only an aspect of 
p()\vcr, usually called "political culture.~' We have little sense of how the 
actors IHake these beliefs and values relevant while they use these beliefs 

and values in pursuit of their interests. 
A valuable alternative to Weber's approach has been articulated by 

))avid Parkin in his introduction to Se",attlic Anthropolo(~y (1982: xlvi): 
"Powcr rests not simply on the acquisition of land and material objects 

but rathcr derives fronl unequal access to semantic creativity, including 
the capacity to n0l11inate others as equal or unequal, animate or inani

1l1ate, Illclllorable or abject, discussor or discussed." This perspective 
1110VCS us away froln an exclusive emphasis on the exercise of power and 
provides rOOI11 for examining the relationship between power and con
sciousness. It cnconlpasses the subtle insights of Simmel (1950), for ex
atnple, who rClllarked that domination "is not so much the exploitation 
of thc other as nluch as the mere consciousness ofthe possibility" (p. 151). 

We could even question whether assumptions about the culturally 
transparcnt nature of power make sense in the context of the Western in
dustrialized and rationalized social systems so well-known to Weber and 
succceding generations ofsociologists and political scientists. Rationality 
as a norrn is not often the defining principle of forms of social organiza
tion. nationality as a proccss can be grounded in assumptions other than 
rational choicc theory.5 Yet the majority of anthropological studies of 
non-Western political systems and political action are restricted to this 
focus on the exercise of power as manifested in the form of influence and 
control over others' behavior, usually situated in its relationship to roles 
and institutional settings. In fact, few studies in political anthropology, 
considcred to be one of the major subdisciplines, adopt what we would 
consider an anthropological perspective, which involves a conceptuaHza

I,af(ld,l(t;t)" :xv 

don of power as it relates to other aspects of the cncol11passing COSI110

logical system. (, While thisnlay not be surprising in sociology and politi
cal science, it is a striking eJJipsis ill anthropology, which asserts that 
cultural fornls affect the structure of social action. 

Anthropologists should thercfore considcr indigenous concepts care
fully and recognize that the comprehen~ivestudy of power involves "'all 

conceivable qualities of a person and all conceivable combinations of cir
cunlstances" (Weber 1947: 153). This ilnplies that the study of political 
relations involves. more than the rccognition that power is what po\vcr 
does. It also entails the recognition that power is ho\v powcr 111cans, 
and that interpretations may vary from place to place and tirne to tirnc. 
Clastres (1987) made this point in stark terms whcn he observed that the 
model of political power usually used by social scientists is co·nstitutcd 
within a Western cultural context, which then obscures the belicfc; and 
experiences of those sought to be understood (p. 16). 

As Adanls (1977) notes, power can also be examined as an aspect of 
the locally defined cosmos in the form of all ilnmancnt force derived 
from some "extra-human" agency (p. 390). This view of power as a cul
tural construct leads· to the conclusion that images of power entail ideas 
about the nature of society, the nature of nature itself, and the nature of 
human actions. It also leads to a definition of hurnan social and personal 

potential, as these may be contrasted \vith the capacities of other causal 
agents. The general failure among anthropologists to consider power in 
this ideational capacity has mcant that some of the more interesting com
parative insights into the operation of power in society renlain unex
plored. One such comparison might be drawn between ideas about powcr 
and the nlcans through which power is inscribed in relationships. An
other comparison might be made between societies that possess writing 
as a means of asserting and storing differences in power and those that 
reproduce power and conflict in ritual and synlbol formation. 7 We sug
gest that a necessary feature of any investigation into the exercise of con
trol, or the resistance to control, should be an analysis of the cultural 
premises that give meaning to such behavior. Power may always involve 
the exercise of an individual's will over another's, but the ratiollale and 
basis for domination, acquiescence, and resistance nlay vary considerably 
from one cultural setting to another. 

An ethnography of domination should identify the cultural notions 

c· that compel thc group to accept the direction of a few-or suffer the pre.1 

'1 

fi! 
sumed consequences. This is a question about legitimacy and suggests 

t, that power takes varied ideological forms. It should be of paranlount 
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concern to In anthropological inquiry, in contrast to a one-sided con
centrJtion on the Illechanistns for exercising power. Sources of legiti
I11JC)' need not be secular and rational. We can not presume that they are 
derived fron1 the resolution ofdisputes among human agents or that they 
only enlcrgcout of considerations of political purpose. The idea that 
\,"hat is defined as legitil11ate is the natural outcome of rational decision
l11aking is J classic instance of the hegenlonic extension of an ideology 
over increasingly large sectors of peoples' lives. Debates over definition 
and ontological considerations cannot be reduced to questions of prac
ticJlity. Even a brief consideration of recent history suggests that social 
systellls, including ours, are not systematic and coherent. They are com
poscd of groups and individuals who continually define their lives in con
traposition to secnlingly accepted norms. This is the stuffof which resis
tanccis sOll1eti nles nlJde (Scott 1985). Perhaps resistance is too strong a 
concept. 'rllc point is that power does not emanate from a single source 
and sociJI fornlations arc con1posed of centers and epicenters of power in 
dynalnic relationship with ol1e another. Domination and subordination 
operJteon both sidcs of all relationships, even betweeh two persons, 
since dcpendence and control arc shared unequally atnong the actors. The 
key question is not how power is centralized; it isn't. The key question is 
ho\\' the illusion that power organizes a social formation composed of a 
center and a periphery enlerges and acts in society. 

~rhis illusion inlplics that power en1anates from a single or central 
source. 1"his idea has obvious affinities with the rise of the modern state. 
It brings liS to the concept of authority, to those concepts and processes 
that Icgitinlize the exercise of power. As Lukes (1978: 639) informs us, 
defInitions of authority tend to be two-tiered. They place ~he exercise of 
po\vcr in the public arena, where the state claims hegemony over social 
action and defines the rights of persons. There is also a second tier; it de
fines not thc lI'here of power but the lVlzo. Lukes reminds us that authority 
cntJils an appeal to legitimizing values and not to practical reason. He 
identifies three types ofjustifications that underpin ideologies of author
ity: belief or faith, convention, and imposition (Lukes 1978). Foucault 
(197X) argues in a sitnilar vein that "power is tolerable only on condition 
it l11ask a substantial part of itself. Its success is proportional to its ability 
to hide its own mechanisms" (p.6). 

'The utility of the distinction between power and authority is appar
entin nlany of the conclusions drawn by the contributions to this vol
Utne, \\,hich show that power is multiccntered and, further, that the idea 
of a center rnay itself be produced through the ideology of power. The 
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essays avoid a C0l11n10n problem encountered in political anthropology
a movement fronl a concern with how power and authority interact and 
are experienced in society to a conclusion that po\ver is both rational and 
real and authority is sitnply mystifying. 1'his is the notion behind Maurice 
Bloch's unfortunate attempts to argue thJt ritual enlbodies the false clainls 
of authority over the real ~xercise of power. 8 

In this context, we believe that the African societies analyzed in thc 
following pages do more than nlerely "mask" the exercise ofpowerwith a 
more emphatic concern for the relationship between this and the other 
world. Members ofthese societies assert that the source ofpo\\;'er resides in 
the interaction between natural, social, and supernatural realms. This con
trasts with the ideal image of Western political systems. Arrangenlents in 
the liberal social democratic tradition typically draw attention to the C0I11
mon good and the consent of the governed as paramount ideological fea
tures, in order to obfuscate the potential exercise ofpower for the achieve
tnent of the political ends of a particular segnlent of society. In nlany 
African social systetns, however, the exercise of political influence derives 
from access to and work upon the natural and supernatural spheres, both 
as the source of power to control others and as the legitinlization for ac
tions. As a consequence, power in itself has a different cultural founda
tion, since it involves several domains ordinarily separated in experience 
and practice. 

Thus, Fortes and Evans-Pritchard (1940) remarked S0l11e tiole ago 
that "an African ruler is not to his people merely a person \vho can el1
force his will on them. Heis the axis of their political relations, the synl
bol of their unity and exclusiveness, and the embodiment of their essen
tial values" (p. 17). The programmatic in1plications of this staternent, 
which pointed to the cultural significance of such offices and their il1cUl1l
bents as symbolic mediators, was by and large ignored for sonlC tinle in 
political anthropology. An interest in this approach was revived pri
marily by Beidelman's re-analyses of the role of priests and prophets 
among the acephalous Nuerof the Nilotic Sudan (1971) and the Incwala 
ceremony of the Swazi of Southern Africa (1966). In the latter cerenlony, 
Beidelman not only demonstrated that the Swazi king is a figure who 
mediates between the normally opposed spheres of the indigenous cos
mology, but, more significantly from the present perspective, hc is thought 
to annually regenerate the cosmos itselfby his actions. Thus "the pathos" 
and power ofthe Swazi king is demonstrated at the monlcnt that he "takes 
the filth of the nation on himself" (Beidelman, 1966: 396; Lienhardt 
1961). These and subsequent insights, which also focus on regeneration, 

··f
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tlLI'\' nut .IUt'llIion to the use of different cultural idioms in "the attempt 

to l'Ulllrrlohcnd \vidcspread conceptions of the essence of power and 

it, rr.lftiriolllor4t in Africa (see Kopytoff 1980, Packard 1982, and Vaughan 
If).SO). 

rir~t all10ng these is thc recognition of the role of ritual, especially in 
tlH' (OIHt'xt of royal installation or renewal ceremonies, which set in mo

tion tilt' auelnpt to tap the inherent forces of the universe. These studies 

IJltI~ar.ltc ho\v the hUlnan irnagination creates systems of transformation 

th,lt eh.Jl1nel creative forces into their own lives. Such activities, which 

an,' no\\' \Vl,1I understood from the existing literature, involve symbolic 

;Ictivities that bring together domains normally viewed as best kept apart. 

'rhe ritual behavior creates danger for those most intimately involved, and 

as such they dClllonstrate their control over such situations and emerge 

as sources of po\ver thernselves. In the course of the rituals indigenous 
conceptions of power undergo permutations, as they are transformed 
into cap=lcities which are characteristic of the office and its incumbent. 
'''his process of redefinition beconles a feature of political ideology in the 
fortH of le~itilnization. 

Anthropologists have customarily viewed social life as a process, and 
have recognized politics in particular as a series of purposefully related 
activities (see Swartz, Turner and Tuden 1966). Such interpretations also 

involve the recognition of social transformations, such as the interaction 
bct\veen l'conOlllic and political systelns, in which one type of control is 

converted into another. We suggest here a similar orientation toward the 
construction of power, which would be consistent with the concep
tualization of the exercise of control in its behavioral context. According 

to this perspective, power takes on various formsin both the cultural and 

soci:tl dOlnains. As I~ltsscn (1938) argued, a legitimate concern of social 

sciencl' is to recognize and explore the paths of such transformations in 

the cultural universe (pp. 13-14). This view not only provides a broader 

spectrunl of analysis, but it also offers a more enconlpassing grasp of the 

definition of power in the many senses it takes in English usage. Power 

thus bcconles a series of ideas linked with actions, which have an effect 

on other ideas and actions, rather than merely a characteristic of isolated 
situations of social interaction. 

Interpreting power in this polymorphic and dynamic fashion also 
dra\vs attention to contrasting definitions ofhuma'n and supernatural ca
pacities in other cosmological systems. In those instances where an office

holder is seen as a source of transformed power, the continued viability 
of the social system is consistent with his abilities. In addition, a number 

r~H'; . I"trodll((;otl XIXI!~n' .. 
mt;:~ofSOciCtiCS considered in the essays, which are reprcscntative ofothcrs ill 

<~. Africa and elsewhere, more explicitly recognize the fragility of their so
ri,I.' ,

,if!; ,ciat universe and suspect, rather than assunle, the condition of continued 
irr'·' !.,"	 viability. The cultural energy which ntaintains their social foruls is not 

taken for granted, nor is this attitude unreasonable, in light of a very re

cent past, experienced with a conlparativcly sil11ple technology in an 
often threatening human and natural el1virotllnent. Menlbers of these so

cieties do not presume that progress is autonlatic and nature can be al

tered at will. "fhis is a stance that the West I1light seek to ClllULltc in our 

own era of acid rain and global warming. Natural disasters are generally 

attributed either to the action of human malevolent po\vers or the failure 

to take the necessary ritual precautions (Douglas 19()(); Karp 19X6a). In 

these circumstances it is necessary to resort to 111CaSUres that require 

people with special powers and knowledge. 
Communal ceremonies accentuate the thelncs of renewal in a uni

verse with a constant potential for f:lilure. This cntropic vie\v of the cos
mos demands a resort to the imnlanent and personal po\vers to create and 

recreate the social conditions of existence. Foucault (1977) relllarkcd that 
in the West we tcnd to view power in negative terms. We enlphasizc its 

one-dimensional capacity to exclude, repress, su bjugatc, and censor, 
while ignoring the possibility ofpower (from whatever culturally-defined 

sour~e) to produce and reproducc "objects" and "truth" (p. 194). 'rhe so
cieties considered here, by their recognition of the tenuous nature of their 

existence, place an undisguised emphasis on power as a nleans to forestall 
both the demisc of extant social arrangements and create new forllls of 
experience and activity. Conlmunal rituals, which aim to convert po\ver 

from one fornl to another, are therefore colJective expressions of the hu

man imagination. These ritual circunlstances seck to establish orderly 

control over social life (Moore and Myerhoff 1977: 3), but it is possible to 
recognize even further that in some instances they are concerned \vith 

symbolizing the creation of order itself. This is especiaJJy apparent in 

those instances of royal instalJation or renewal, in which the constituent 

elements of what is to be society perform thcir assigned tasks in the crea

tion of successive monarchs who serve as the syl11bols of their social 
system. 

As the preceding argument suggests, and the folJowing essays docu
ment, it is insufficient to conceive of power as many different but unre

lated ideas or activities. Nor is it reasonable to divorce the notion of 
power from its cultural component by reducing it to an abstract feature 

of social relationships. Admittedly, the idea of power takes on rnJny 
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f()rlllS. Ilo\\T\Tr, it also involves indigenous concepts that, through a se

rit's of ritual orc;lsions, draw attention to the recognition of particular 

aspl'cts of COS1110)ogy as cultural processes involving not only shifting 

contcxts but also "transfornlations in experience, identities and action" 

(Kapfef<.'r (()79: ]). 

'I'rans(oflllation is the key to understanding concepts of power in 

African societies. A central cultural theme in the essays is that the pow

ers agcnts have allow them to transform the world. "Transformative ca

pacity" is a key elelllcnt in people's understanding of power, as much 

as it is the link between actions and agency in social theory (Giddens 

197<)). Precisely because our actions have effects on and in the world, 

\\"l' arc ahIe to produce forrn and fashion sonlcthing out of nature. The 

concepts of po\ver dcscribcd in this book arc, in effect, theories about 

the \\"orkings of people 011 nature, in society, and in interaction with 

other po\vcrs. '. 

Underlying 11l11ch of thc ritual and cosmology described in these es

says is a sense of power derived from different capacities and used to act 

on the \vorld. The ideal denlonstration of this conclusion would be by 

I11CaI1S of a systernatic survey of the semantics of power in African lan

guages. Problcrns of translation and the biases inherent in most published 

dictionaries rllake that an impossible task. Sontc evidence is provided in 

our essays. Alllong the Iteso the word used to translate "power" is apedor, 
\vhose prill1ary IneJnlllg is ability or capacity. This can bc contrasted 

\vith (lJ!(l,~(ll1.~, Illcaning physical strength, or in sonle contexts abeikiu, 
Illcaning to conlply, but not having any sense ofability. There is no word 
for authority and duly constituted government authorities are referred to 

by sonle of the words for control. A similar semantic is found among the 

lingl1isticJlly related Maasai, for whom aider means ability and who sepa

rate out physical strength and control (Naomi Kipury, personal commu

nication. 19X7). Anlong the Nilotic Luo the root word for ability is timo, 
\vhich can also rnean action. A noun form of lit"o, tit", has come to mean 

culture (E. S. Atieno-Odhiambo, personal communication, 1987). The 

papers in this volulne on the Akan-speaking peoples demonstrate a simi
lar SClllantic structure. Anl0ng the Mande-speaking Loma of Liberia, the 

word for ability is <~lzaalJaa, which contrasts with the term for physical 

strength. (';J,aalJacl enables people to engage in ritual actions such as di

vination (l~obcrt Leopold, personal communication; 1989). 
()nce wc incorporate semantics, cosmology, and action, power can 

be understood as something significantly more subtle and meaningful 
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than sovereignty or dOlllination isolated at one single point in til11C Of 

place. Rather, it is recognized as a pervasive social reSOUfce, which pro

vides the ideological bases for various dornestic and public relationships 

in Africa and elsewhere. This eITlphasis on the cultural basis of agency 

does not deny the 111aterial base which has been explored in othcrap

proaches to the subject. J-Iowcver, it is also necessary to recognize and 

explore power as a feature of-the intriguing and oftcn opaque world of 

cultural symbols, expressive performances, arcanckno\vlcdge, and anl

biguous statuses which impart l11caning to social action. 

Power and agency are thenles that can be discerncd in nluch of the 

literature on African systelns of thought. What one of us argucd for in an 

carlier publication holds equally well for this collection of cssays: 

A different view of power is exhibited in African societies than in Western 

social science. The stress in Africa is not on the elelllcnt of control but 011 

the nlorcdynarnic aspect of energy and the caracity to lISC it.... African 

ideas of power ... have to do with engaging power and creating or at 

least containing the world. They Tllay allow for the possibility of transfor

nlations in a way that Western social science concepts of po\ver do not 

(Karp 19~U)a). 

We have divided the essays in this volunle into three sections, Creatill.{! 
Power, ForfflsojPolver, and CirculatitlJ? Centers ojPolvcr. As with nlany col

lection of this type, the essays in each section could easily have tit into 

another. Our division enlphasizcs themes that cut across each author's 

concerns and which express the cultural fornls of the peoples described in 
the essays. 

Section I, Creat;n~ Power, is directly related to our concern with 

agency and personhood. The essays describe different po\vers andefTects 

that actors can produce. They show how power is acquired and exarnine 

the dilemmas and nightmares in the imagination of power. 

In the first essay, W. Arens describes incest in the installation of the 

Shilluk reth.In this classic case, the violation of a prinlordialnorrll is used 

to create the power of a ritual office. Disorder is put in the service of 

ordcr. Donald Cosentino's account of Mende stories about Musa Wo ex

plore the "underside" (Karp 1980) of the exercise of power, as does the 

essay on the Tigray by Dan Hauer. Where Arens shows how the viola

tions of norms create order, Cosentino describes the Mende portrayal of 

a world in which order becomes impossible and where po\'vcr rules in its 

,most chaotic and unmanageable form. Arens describes the successful 
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creation of po\vcr, while Cosentino shows how a power's inherent dan
gers are ilnagined, as well as how cntertaining such danger can be. 

Bonnie Wright 1110ves nlore explicitly to the theme ofpower, agency, 
and personhood. I-ler essay argues that occupational differentiation (com
11lonly calJed "caste" in West Africa) is based on a cultural theory that 
distinguishes anlong the powers held by categories of persons and makes 
theln interdependent. This interdependence affects the exercise of power. 
))olnination by the "nobles" is countered by their dependence on the 
(;riot. Subordination is affected by the powers of speech that only the 
(;riot have but that the nobles require. 

No such set of social distinctions affect the exercise of power in 
Akuropoln. There, power can be created by anyone, but only at great 
personal cost. Michelle Gilbert describes in exquisite detail how power is 
acquired through the making of a thing, a so-called "fetish". This study 
delllonstrates how cosmology is a resource-in-action that is used to create 
po\ver. At the sanle tinle, she shows that manipulation of categories and 
things for the purpose of making powcr overflows the boundaries of the 
very categories used and becomes a potent source of danger. 

Finally, Ivan Karp examines the acquisition of power through afflic
tion. 111 rites of possession Iteso wonlen become more powerful and act 
against the sources of jural powcr. Iteso society is characterized by the 
jural subordination of WOOlen, but this essay clearly shows how jural 
dOll1illation is only one center, and that the creation of power can consti
tute other, partially opposed, centers. Karp suggests that a clearer aware
ness of a cultural formation's idioms of power leads to a better under
standing of its Inodes of resistance. 

Section II, Fo,.,,,s of Power, describes the complex relationships that 
exist between power and different spheres of activity. Power is not only 
created and controlled in separate donlains, but it acts upon those do
Illains as well. The essays in this section demonstrate the importance of 
fIne grained ethnographic descriptions in accounting for the meaning and 
exercise of power. In the first essay, Roy Willis describes forms of mutual 
conll1lensality anl0ng the Fipa of Tanzania. Willis shows how domes
ticity is related to productive relations, which in themselves influence do
nlestic relations. He describes a reticulum ofcause and effect in which the 
changing distribution of power affects the etiquette of everyday life, 
\vhile the etiquette of everyday life authorizes shifts in power relations. 

)~on Engard examines dance and constitutional politics in Bafut. His 
analysis shows how power is manifested through public ritual and dance, 
which express duly constituted power. Although much has been written 
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on art and power in Africa and elsewhere, Engard sho\vs ho\v f:1r-reaching 
an analysis can be when the understanding of the political systell1 equals 
the researcher's understanding of the art forln. 

John Middleton's essay provides a l11etaphoric choreography of inl
ages of power. Middleton describes how Lugbara ritual and synlbolic 
classification orchestrate not only attitudes towards the nlystical Jnd 
practical danger of cxercising power, but also the anlbiguous attitudes 
Lugbara hold towards the right to do so. Middleton's concern with Jillbi
guity joins with Michelle Gilbert's delTIonstration of the anlbiguity inher
ent in the fashioning of a power object. 

Aidan Southall takes the tnost systematically materialist stance in the 
book. Southall is concerned to situate the idioms of power Inanifested in 
rite and symbol in the "necessities" of appropriating nature and social 
and physical reproduction. His regional perspective takes the !Ofl.{!"C 

duree to show how systemic potentialities develop over time and space. 
His analysis may appear to be less concerned with the thenle of agency 
that animates the other articles in the book, since agency tends to disap
pear as the temporal frame of analysis grows larger. Yet his interest in 
how identity is constructed shows that Southall is no vulgar deterlllinist. 
Identity, power, and sanctity are the culturaltnaterial neighboring peoples 
use to construct boundaries between ethnic groups. They are a fundanlen
tal source of authority and a means of social reproduction. The pJpers 
by Southall and Karp provide interesting parallels. SouthaH exatllines the 
symbolic nleans by which group identity is reproduced despite their 
vivid sense of the frailty of the world in which they live. Karp relates 
spirit possession to the frailty inherent in internal physical and social re
production. Southall and Karp approach sinlilar problems frolll two dif
ferent perspectives: Southall's is the I1lore Olynfpian point of view. \vhile 
Karp's is concerned with reproduction in the shortest period of tinle. 

The struggle against the statist bias ofsocial political thought, which 
has been a central concern of political anthropology frol11 Fortes and 
Evans-Pritchard to the present, is revived in the final section of our vol
ume. Section III, Cir("lat;n(~Centcrs o..fPou1cr, attacks the ilIusion of a cen
tralized authority discussed in the first section of the introduction. The 
essays in this section make a real advance by showing how social fornla
tion are composed of competing epicenters of power whose relative 
strength may change over different spans of time. These may include not 
only long-term political change and social transformation. but also the 
moments in repetitive social processes when duly constituted authorities 
leave the center stage to the seemingly powerless. 
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I );lU Bauer eXJlllines the con1111 011 cultural resources used by the 

hi~h-prcstigepriests and disreputable diviners anlong the "rigray ofhigh
I.lnd <:hristial1 Ethiopia. I Ie shows how spatial categories, training, and 

key sYlllhols arc shared anlong the two, hut nlanipulated differently. 
I'o\ver is derived froln the SJI11C source although its practit~oners act in 
diflcrcnt arenas and cotnpete with one another. The epicenters in this 
else share a conlnlollculturc but cotnpete for scarce resources and status. 

A1111a C;ottJieb explores the "underside" of a duly constituted au

thority alll()ng the Ucng. While Bauer's Tigraycase shows how low-status 

figures lise the saIne sources of power as high-status sources, Gottlieb's 

nlJtcrial reverses this relationship. She demonstrates that the highest 
Beng authority is perceived as deriving his power fronl lhe most illicit 
source, \vitchcraft. In this case we have a figure who acts in two epicen
ters of po\ver that arc opposed in ordinary discourse. The thenle ofalnbi
gllity is also nicely illustrated. 

More than any othcr paper, Victoria Ebin's takes as its thel11e com
petitioll between epicenters of power in an Akan-speaking chiefdoln. She 
sho\vs how power moves between priesthood and chieftancy. For her the 
Inost il11portant elelllcnt is the context ofcrisis which may produce inter~ 

dependcnce \vhcn conlpetition is nlore frequent and nortnal. Her point is 
not that social order is reproduced by crisis-although itlnay be-but 
rather that power is redistributed because of crisis, and that the sense of 
J hierarchical ordering of power relations is belied by the background 
kn()\vlcdgcable people have of how crises can alter power relations. 

Finally, Nancy Fairley takes a historical perspective to competition 

hct\vecl1 conlpeting epicenters of power. Her essay describes the shifts of 

powcr that have taken place between secular authorities and secret so

cieties anlong the IJen'Ekie of Zaire. This paper invokes the contexts of 

interethnic relations, warfare, and conquest to show how the larger re

gional arenas can affect the balance among competing centers of power, 
as \vell as create new epicenters. 

l~lken together, the essays in this volulne nlove beyond ~hc identifi
cation and description ofhow power is exercised and acquired in different 
social settings. The perspective of this volulne examines power as an es
sential clenlcnt in the cultural resources used to produce structure and ac
tion. l~hc essays explore the culturally and historically specific imagery of 
po\vcr Inore than its exercise or the legitimate' basis for it~ application. 
"rhis definition of problem has led us to describe such aspects of power 
relationships as inlages of generation, systcnls of transformation, and 
ideas ahollt the capacities ofpersons. The organ'ization ofpower relations 

:~.·...~.,M.~:.:.':.;.;is.·.· viewed less as emanating from a center than as shifting among domains.. 
,~:'i: at different levels of interaction. .I;~l; :: Powcr is not oftcn manifested in simple or transparent fashion. The 
,':~~" following discussions struggle with elaborate allJ neccssarily illlprecisc 
(""I' ' 

..~~~~.. inlagcs of creativity, d0l11ination, and subordination. We see po\\'er as an 
,I'" 

,~;t artifact of the crcativc facu~ty of the moral imagination. 

:lfl, 

,~~:;I 
Notes 

~.~ jf 

~:,... 

I. Most of the essays were presented at a sYlnposiulll organizcd by the editors
r~~!!' at the annual nleetings of the African Studies Association in 19X2. ()thcrs \\"erc 

.,,~\~.~ solicited and one is reprinted. We thank Christine MuJ]cn KreaJl1cr and Hobert 
Leopold for their help in preparing the manuscript for publication and Nancy 
Benco and Benjanlin Heiss for skillfully editing so rnany diversc styles and atti
tudes into sonlething approaching consistency. 

2. The examination of how actions produce effects is a central therne in our 
essays. As a result, we are also fundarnentally concerned with the thclne of hu
man agency, a consideration of how action affects people society and nature. l'his 
is a concern of 11luch recent thinking in social theory (Karp 19X6b). ()ur essays 
may provide an instance oCthe convergence of anthropological thinking :Ind cul
tural beliefs. We believe that taken as a whole the essays deillonstrate that the pro
duction ofeffects and the problel11S inherent in doing so arc a critical thcnlc of the 
Africansystenls of thought exalllined here. 'The idea of paradoxes of agcllcy is 

examined in Karp 1987. 
3. A persistent historical puzzle has becn the general neglect ofWcber's \vork by 

anthropologists, particularly in research on political and legal systellls. Beidc1
man (1966, 1971, 1982) and Fallers (1956) stand out as cxceptions in A fricallist 
research. Perhaps one reason for this state of atTairs is the perception that Weher
ian theory applies nlore to bureaucratic social systenls than those he called "pJtri
rnonial." This is an error that fails to recognize that Weber's typologies \\'ere 
"ideal." not "real." He fornlulated them in order to cxhibit tendcllcies in social 
action, not to describe naturally occurring systetns. Fronl a WeberiJIl point of 
view "real" systems should have c1cll1ents of rnore than one ideal-typical systelll 
in them. The analytical and historical problelll is to denlonstratc h()\v thesc tell

dencies operate in the production of action. In any of the papers in this VOllJlllC, 
for example, a Weberian approach to political systcnls would be to sho\v not only 
how epicenters of power charismatically challcnge thc center, but also to exanline 
whether there are processes of institutionalization and bureaucratization in the 
epicenter as well as the center. 

4. We leave aside for the monlent the ninetecnth-century nlcchanistic physics 
of force and resistance on which it is based. The history of physics in thc nine
teenth century underwent a conceptual shift yet to appear in the social scicnces, in 
which the definition of "power" moved from force to energy (ElkanJ 197..). A 
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11l1l11hcr of the p.lpers in the volutlle. l10tahly (;ilbert and Karp, arguc that the 
1IIldt'r1yill~ 11otion of powcr in thc cultural fornls they describe is Ucnergy." 

~. Marx (J()fl)) noted this problclll when he stated that Jerclny Bentham's 
Utilit.lri.ll1islll "devated thl' rllentality of the English shopkceper to a universal 
principle of hUlllan behavior." 

6. See. f()r CX~II11plc, such standards as llalandier (1970), Banton (1965), Bailey 
(IC)()~). (:ohen (1974). (;Iuckrnan (1965). Swartz (1968). Swartz, Turner and 
'["udcll (I <)()()). 

7. -rhis cOlllparisoll I1light nlake an additional test of Goody's conclusions 
(I C)77) about the superior storage capacity of the written over the oral word. 
<:olllparativc research that is internal to social formations is also possible on this 
topic. ()nc Blight take a perspective derived fronl Bakhtin (1984), for example, 
and sho\v ho\v the ucarnivalization" of official culture is an assault using oral cul
tural tl)rnlS on the dainls of the tcchnology of literacy (Karp 1987). 

R. See espcrially the Introduction to Bloch and Parry (1982), where death ritu
als arc reduccd to idl'ology and then clainlcd to "deny" the world through their 
stat liS as a "dcvice for the creation of ideology and political domination" (p. 42) 
°rhcse assertiolls can only be madc by ignoring the "senlantic creativity" referred 
to in the quote hy Parkin (1982) above. Underlying thenl is the assunlption that 
po\\'er is univt'rsal and the cultural grounds for action exanlined in the essays in 
this volunle arc silllply part of the ideological veneer masking differences in the 
distribution of power. 

(j. Wt' uSt' the conct'pt of "powers" here nluch as Lienhardt does in Divinity and 
I :·Xl'cr;('Iuc (1l]61), as a way ofdescribing supernatural entities whose actions affect 
the hUI11all \\'orld. 
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